Hurly’s Wet Adventures LLC
Open Water Course Completion Statement

***Please Initial Each Statement if You Agree ***
If you do not agree we will do an additional dive prior to certification. Your certification card will not be
issued until this form has been completed with 100% completion of all items.
Initial
______ I completed a Medical Questionnaire before any in-water training.
______ I had my own PADI Open Water Diver Manual and used my own dive computer.
______ I passed written quizzes and a final exam or a knowledge review (if done online)
______ I learned how to use a dive computer in class
______ I learned and perfected skills in a pool prior to open water training
______ At some point prior to certification I completed a:
______ 200 Yard non-stop surface swim or 300 Yard swim with mask snorkel & fins
______ 10 Minute float/tread water
______ In Pool we practiced Equalizing my ears and mask
______ Finding/locating my regulator and clearing it of water
______ Breathing underwater without a mask, removing, replacing and clearing my mask of water
______ Buoyancy Control (such as hovering and the fin pivot)
______ Out of air/low on air emergency exercise
______ Disconnecting the hose from your BCD while underwater
______ I completed 4 separate open water scuba training dives during my course
______ I made my open water training dives over the course of two days
______ My first two open water dives were conducted between 15’-60’

___ My last two open water training dives were conducted between 15’-60______ My PADI Instructor observed and evaluated my skills underwater during my
open water training dives
______ During my open water training I completed the skills listed below:
______ Remove and replace my mask underwater
______ Compass navigation at the surface and underwater
______ Buoyance control (such as hovering and fin pivot)
______ Remove and replace my weights or weight system at the surface
______ Alternate air source (octopus) ascent
______ Performed a tired diver tow
______ Controlled Emergency Swimming Ascent (CESA)
During this exercise my Instructor held onto me, used a ascent line, ascended with
Me all the way to the surface, and I orally inflated my BCD upon surfacing.

Student Name (Printed)_______________________________________________Date_____/_____/___
Student Signature______________________________________________________________________
Witness Name(Printed)__________________________________________________________________
Witness Signature______________________________________________________________________

